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1. lntroduction

The Ontario Energy Board (OEB) has developed this Handbook to provide guidance to
applicants and stakeholders on applications to the OEB for approval of distributor and
transmitter consolidations and subsequent rate applications. This Handbook uses the
term consolidation to be inclusive of mergers, acquisitions, amalgamations and
divestitures (MAADS).

The Commission on the Reform of Ontario's Public Services, the Distribution Sector
Review Panel and the Premiers Advisory Council on Government Assets have all

recommended a reduction in the number of local distribution companies in Ontario and
have endorsed consolidation. According to these reports, consolidation can increase
efficiency in the electricity distribution sector through the creation of economies of scale
and/or contiguity. Consolidation permits a larger scale of operation with the result that
customers can be served at a lower per customer cost. Consolidations that eliminate
geographical boundaries between distribution areas result in a more efficient distribution
system.

Consolidation also enables distributors to address challenges in an evolving electricity
industry. This includes new technology requirements to meet customer expectations,
changing dynamics in the electricityr sector with the growth of distributed energy
resources and to undertake asset renewal. Distributors will need considerable
additional investment to meet these challenges and consolidation generally offers larger
utilities better access to capital markets, with lower financing costs.

Distributors are also expected to meet public policy goals relating to electricity
conservation and demand management, implementation of a smart grid, and promotion
of the use and generation of electricity from renewable energy sources. Delivering on
these public policy goals will require innovation and internal capabilities that may be
more cost effective for larger distributors to develop or retain.

The OEB recognizes that there is a growing interest in and support for consolidation.
The OEB has a statutory obligation to review and approve consolidation transactions
where they are in the public interest. ln discharging its mandate, the OEB is committed
to reducing regulatory barriers to consolidation. ln order to facilitate both a thorough and
timely review of requests for approval of transactions, in this Handbook the OEB
provides guidance on the process for review of an application, the information the OEB
expects to receive in support, and the approach it will take in assessing the merits of the
consolidation in meeting the public interest.
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Recent OEB policies and decisions on consolidation applications have already
established a number of principles to create a more predictable regulatory environment
for applicants. This Handbook will provide further clarity to applicants, investors,
shareholders, and other stakeholders. The Handbook also discusses the rate-making
policies associated with consolidations and sets out the timing of when such matters will
be considered by the OEB.

While the Handbook is applicable to both electricity distributors and transmitters, most
of the OEB's policies and prior OEB decisions have related to distributors. Transmitters
should consider the intent of the Handbook and make appropriate modifications as
needed to reflect differences in transmitter consolidations.

2. The OEB Authority and Review Process

This section describes the OEB's legal authority in approving consolidation applications
and clarifies how the OEB reviews these applications.

The OEB legislative authority

OEB approval is required for consolidation transactions described under section 86 of
the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998 (OEB Act). (For ease of reference, Section 86 is
reproduced in Schedule 1 of this Handbook.) Briefly, these transactions are as follows

e A distributor or transmitter sells or othenruise disposes of its distribution or
transmission system as an entirety or substantially as an entirety to another
distributor

. A distributor or transmitter sells a part of a distribution or transmission system
that is necessary in serving the public

r A distributor or transmitter amalgamates with another distributor or transmitter
. A person acquires voting securities of a transmitter or distributor or acquires

control of a corporation with voting shares

Section 86(2) relating to voting securities does not, however, apply to the acquisition or
sale of shares in Hydro One, a company created by the Crown under section 50(1) of
the Electricity Act, 1998, which is explicitly exempt under section 86(2.1) from the
conditions stipulated in section 86(2).

2
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The Application Review Process

This Handbook applies specifically to applications under sections 86(1Xa) and (c) and
seclions E6(2Xa)and (b) ol lhe OEB Act, which are processed lhrough lhe OEB's
adjudicative review process. Sections 86(1)(a) and (c) of the OEB Act relate to asset
sales and amalgamations. Section 86(2) of the OEB Act relates to voting securities. To
assist applicants, the OEB has developed Filing Requirements in Schedule 2 of this
Handbook which set out the information that needs to be provided in an application.
These Filing Requirements replace the form entitled Application Form for
Applications under Section 86 of the OEB Act that was previously posted on the
OEB's website.

Applications filed under section 86(1Xb) of the OEB Act are generally processed
through the OEB's administrative review process, typically without a hearing. These
applications generally include the sale of smaller scale distribution or transmission
assets from one distributor or transmitter to another, or to a large consumer who is

served by the same assets. For these applications, applicants may continue using the
form entitled Application Form for Applications under Section 86(1Xb) of the OEB
Act that is posted on the OEB's website,
(http://www.ontarioenergvboard.calOEB/lndustrv/Rules+and+Requirements/Rules+Cod

es+G uidelines+and+ Forms#maad ).

Tha /..lEtrl ma., ala¡l {n nrn¡aoo a oa¡{inn a^/4 \/h\ annliaatinn "nÄar i{o a¡.|i"¡.li¡a*i.rnr r rs vLu r r rqy srsvl Lv Pr vvsùÐ q Ðsvlrvr r 9v\ r /r\v/, qyPrruqlrvr r L¡r r\¡9r rtù qvjuvruqfr vs

review process if the OEB considers that certain aspects of an application could affect
servlce to the publlc and/or have a materlal effect on rates. Thls wlll be determlned once
the application is filed with the OEB. ln those circumstances, this Handbook will be
applicable. Applicants who are of the view that their transaction is material should use
this Handbook to inform their application.

3. The OEB Test

The No Harm Test

ln reviewing an application by a distributor for approval of a consolidation transaction,
the OEB has, and will continue, to apply its "no harm test". The "no harm" test was first

3
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established by the OEB in 2005 through an adjudicative proceeding (the Combined
Proceeding).1

The "no harm" test considers whether the proposed transaction will have an adverse
effect on the attainment of the OEB's statutory objectives, as set out in section 1 of the
OEB Act. The OEB will consider whether the "no harm" test is satisfied based on an
assessment of the cumulative effect of the transaction on the attainment of its statutory
objectives. lf the proposed transaction has a positive or neutral effect on the attainment
of these objectives, the OEB will approve the application.

The OEB's objectives under section 1 of the OEB Act are:

1. To protect the interests of consumers with respect to prices and the
adequacy, reliability and quality of electricity service.

1.1 To promote the education of consumers.

2. To promote economic efficiency and cost effectiveness in the generation,
transmission, distribution, sale and demand management of electricity and
to facilitate the maintenance of a financially viable electricity industry.

3. To promote electricity conservation and demand management in a
manner consistent with the policies of the Government of Ontario,
including having regard to the consumer's economic circumstances.

4. To facilitate the implementation of a smart grid in Ontario.

5. To promote the use and generation of electricity from renewable energy
sources in a manner consistent with the policies of the Government of
Ontario, including the timely expansion or reinforcement of transmission
systems and distribution systems to accommodate the connection of
renewable energy generation facilities.

4. The OEB Assessment of the Application

This section sets out how the OEB applies the "no harm" test within the context of the
performance-based regulatory framework, the Renewed Regulatory Framework for
Electricity Distributors2 lnnff ¡. This framework was established by the OEB in 20121o

1 Combined Proceeding Decision - OEB File No. RP-2005-0018/EB-2005-0234/EB-2005-0254188-2005-
0257

2 Report of the Board: Renewed Regulatory Framework for Electricity Distributors: A Performance-Based
Approach

4
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ensure that regulated distribution companies operate efficiently, cost effectively and
deliver outcomes valued by its customers.

The Renewed Regulatory Framework

Ongoing performance improvement and performance monitoring are underlying
principles of the RRFE. The OEB's oversight of utility performance relies on the
establishment of performance standards to be met by distributors, ongoing reporting to
the OEB by distributors, and ongoing monitoring of distributor achievement against
these standards by the OEB.

An electricity distributor is required, as a condition of its licence, to provide information
about its distribution business. Metrics are used by the OEB to assess a distributor's
services, such as frequency of power outages, financial performance and costs per
customer. The OEB uses this information to monitor an individual distributor's
performance and to compare performance across the sector. The OEB also has a
robust audit and compliance program to test the accuracy of reporting by distributors.

As part of the regulatory framework, distributors are expected to achieve certain
outcomes that provide value for money for customers. One of these outcomes is

operational effectiveness, which requires continuous improvement in productivity and
cost performance by distributors and that utilities deliver on system reliability and quality
objectives. The OEB uses processes to hold all utilities to a high standard of efficiency
and effectiveness.

The OEB has a proactive performance monitoring framework that inherently protects
electricity customers from harm related to service quality and reliability and has
established the mechanisms to intervene if corrective action is warranted. The OEB will
be informed by the metrics that are used to evaluate a distributor's performance in

assessing a proposed consolidation transaction.

All of these measures are in place to ensure that distributors meet expectations
regardless of their corporate structure or ownership. The OEB assesses applications for
consolidation within the context of this regulatory framework.

5
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The No Harm Test

The "no harm" test assesses whether the proposed transaction will have an adverse
effect on the attainment of the OEB's statutory objectives. While the OEB has broad
statutory objectives, in applying the "no harm" test, the OEB has primarily focused its
review on impacts of the proposed transaction on price and quality of service to
customers, and the cost effectiveness, economic efficiency and financial viability of the
electricity distribution sector. The OEB considers this to be an appropriate approach,
given the performance-based regulatory framework under which all regulated
distributors are required to operate and the OEB's existing performance monitoring
framework.

The OEB has implemented a number of instruments, such as codes and licences that
ensure regulated utilities continue to meet their obligations with respect to the OEB's
statutory objectives relating to conservation and demand management, implementation
of smart grid and the use and generation of electricity from renewable resources. With
these tools and the ongoing performance monitoring previously discussed, the OEB is
satisfied that the attainment of these objectives will not be adversely effected by a
consolidation and the "no harm" test will be met following a consolidation. There is no
need or merit in further detailed review as part of the OEB's consideration of the
consolidation transaction.

Scope of the Review

The factors that the OEB will consider in detail in reviewing a proposed transaction are
as follows:

Objective 1 - Protect consumers with respect to price and the adequacy,
reliability and quality of electricity seruice

Price

A simple comparison of current rates between consolidating distributors does not reveal
the potential for lower cost service delivery. These entities may have dissimilar service
territories, each with a different customer mix resulting in differing rate class structure
characteristics. For these reasons, the OEB will assess the underlying cost structures of
the consolidating utilities. As distribution rates are based on a distributor's current and
projected costs, it is important for the OEB to consider the impact of a transaction on the
cost structure of consolidating entities both now and in the future, particularly if there

6
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appear to be significant differences in the size or demographics of consolidating
distributors. A key expectation of the RRFE is continuous improvement in productivity
and cost performance by distributors. The OEB's review of underlying cost structures
supports the OEB's role in regulating price for the protection of consumers.

Consistent with recent decisions,3 the OEB will not consider temporary rate decreases
proposed by applicants, and other such temporary provisions, to be demonstrative of
"no harm" as they are not supported by, or reflective of the underlying cost structures of
the entities involved and may not be sustainable or beneficial in the long term. ln
reviewing a transaction the OEB must consider the long term effect of the consolidation
on customers and the financial sustainability of the sector.

To demonstrate "no harm", applicants must show that there is a reasonable expectation
based on underlying cost structures that the costs to serve acquired customers
following a consolidation will be no higher than they otheruvise would have been. While
the rate implications to all customers will be considered, for an acquisition, the primary
consideration will be the expected impact on customers of the acquired utility.

Adequacv, reliabilitv and qualitv of electricitv service

ln considering the impact of a proposed transaction on the quality and reliability of
electricity service, and whether the "no harm" test has been met, the OEB will be
informed by the metrics provided by the distributor in its annual reporting to the OEB
and published in its annual scorecard.

The OEB's Repori of the Board: Electricity Distribution Sysfems Reliability Measures
and Expectations, issued on August 25,2015 sets out the OEB's expectations on the
level of reliability performance by distributors. ln the Report, the OEB noted that
continuous improvement will be demonstrated by a distributor's ability to deliver
improved reliability performance without an increase in costs, or to maintain the same
level of performance at a reduced cost.

Under the OEB's regulatory framework, utilities are expected to deliver continuous
improvement for both reliability and service quality performance to benefit customers
lhis continuous improvement is expected to continue after a consolidation and will

continue to be monitored for the consolidated entity under the same established
requirements.

3 Hydro One lnc./Norfolk Power Distribution lnc. - OEB File No. EB-2013-0196/EB-2013-018718B.-2013-
01 98
Hydro One lnc./Haldimand County Hydro lnc. - OEB File No. EB-2014-0244
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Objective 2 - Promote economic efficiency and cost effecfiyeness and to facilitate
the maintenance of a financially viable electricity industry

The impact that the proposed transaction will have on economic efficiency and cost
effectiveness (in the distribution or transmission of electricity) will be assessed based on
the applicant's identification of the various aspects of utility operations where it expects
sustai ned operational efficiencies, both q uantitative and qualitative.

The impact of a proposed transaction on the acquiring utility's financial viability for an
acquisition, or on the financial viability of the consolidated entity in the case of a merger
will also be assessed. The OEB's primary considerations in this regard are:

The effect of the purchase price, including any premium paid above the historic
(book) value of the assets involved
The financing of incremental costs (transaction and integration costs) to
implement the consolidation transaction

ln the Combined Proceeding decision, the OEB made it clear that the selling price of a
utility is relevant only if the price paid is so high as to create a financial burden on the
acquiring company. This remains the relevant test. While there may not be a premium
involved with mergers, the OEB will nevertheless consider the financial viability of the
newly consolidated entity.

Electricity distribution rates are currently based on a return on the historic value of the
assets. lf a premium has been paid above the historic value, this premium is not
recoverable through distribution rates and no return can be earned on the premium. A
shareholder may recover the premium over time through savings generated from
efficiencies of the consolidated entity. ln considering the appropriateness of purchase
price or the quantum of the premium that has been offered, only the effect of the
purchase price on the underlying cost structures and financial viability of the regulated
utilities will be reviewed. Specifically, the OEB will test the financial ratios and
borrowing capacity of the resulting entity, as the improvement in financial strength is

one of the expected underlying benefits of consolidation.

lncremental transaction and integration costs are not generally recoverable through
rates. Distributors have indicated that these costs are significant and that recovery of
these costs can be a barrier to consolidation. To address distributors' concerns, the
OEB issued a report on March 26,2015 titled "Rate-making Assocraf ed with Distributor
Consolidation" (2015 Report). ln this report, the OEB has provided the opportunity for
distributors to defer rebasing for a period up to ten years following the closing of a

8
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consolidation transaction. This deferred rebasing period is intended to enable
distributors to fully realize anticipated efficiency gains from the transaction and retain

achieved savings for a period of time to help offset the costs of the transaction.

*****

The OEB considers that certain aspects of a consolidation transaction are not relevant
in assessing whether the transaction is in the public interest, either because they are
out of scope, or because the OEB has other approaches and instruments for ensuring
that statutory objectives will be met. Accordingly, the OEB will not require applicants to
file evidence on the following matters as part of a consolidation application.

1. Deliberations, activities, and documents leadins up to the final transaction
agreement

As set out in the Combined Proceeding decision, and confirmed in recent decisions,a

the question for the OEB is neither the why nor the how of the proposed transaction.
The application of the "no harm" test is limited to the effect of the proposed transaction
before the OEB when considered in light of the OEB's statutory objectives.

The OEB determined in the Combined Proceeding decision that it is not the OEB's role

to determine whether another transaction, whether real or potential, can have a more
positive effect than the transaction that has been placed before the OEB. Accordingly,
the OEB will not consider, whether a purchasing or selling utility could have achieved a
better transaction than that being put fonruard for approval in the application.

Also as set out in the Combined Proceeding decision, the OEB will not consider issues
relating to the overall merits or rationale for applicants' consolidation plans nor the
negotiating strategies or positions of the parties to the transaction. The OEB will not
consider issues relating to the extent of the due diligence, the degree of public

consultation or public disclosure by the parties leading up to the filing of the transaction
with the OEB.

Applicants and stakeholders should not file any of the following types of information as

they are not considered relevant to the proceeding:

. Draft share purchase agreements and other draft confidential agreements and

documents utilized in the course of the negotiation process

' Hydro One lnc./Norfolk Power Distribution lnc. Decision and Order and Procedural Order No. I - OEB
File No. EB-20 1 3-0 1 96/EB-20 I 3-0 1 87/EB-20 1 3-01 98
Hydro One lnc.Moodstock Hydro Services lnc. Decision and Procedural Order No. 4 - OEB File No. EB-
2014-0213
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r Negotiating strategies or conduct of the parties involved in the transaction
¡ Details of public consultation prior to the filing of the application

2. lmplementing public policv requirements for promoting conseruation.
facilitating a smart grid and promoting renewable energv sources

As previously discussed, the OEB's performance-based regulation, which includes
performance monitoring and reporting based on standards, combined with the
regulatory instruments of codes and licences, establishes a framework for success in

achieving public policy requirements. A utility that does not meet established
performance expectations is subject to corrective action by the OEB. Given these
means for ensuring that public policy objectives are met by all regulated entities, the
OEB is satisfied that the "no harm" test will be met for these objectives following a
consolidation and there is no need or merit in further detailed consideration as part of a
consolidation transaction. For these reasons, no evidence is required to be filed for
these issues.

3. Prices not related to a utilitv's own cosús

The OEB's review is limited to the components of the distribution business and the
costs and services directly under a distributor's control. For example, one of the
mandates of a distributor is to pass{hrough certain wholesale market and commodity
related costs to customers. These costs are passed through and not part of a utility's
underlying costs to serve its customers. Accordingly, the prices of these services are
not considered by the OEB in its review of a consolidation application.

Rate-Making Gonsiderat¡ons Associated with
Gonsol idation Appl ications

The OEB's policies on rate-making matters associated with consolidation in the
electricity distribution sector are set out in two reports of the OEB. The first report titled
"Rate-making Associafed with Dístributor Consolidation" issued on July 23,2007 (2007
Report) was supplemented by the 2015 Report, issued under the same name, as
previously indicated.5

This section of the Handbook consolidates information that is provided in these two
reports and identifies the key rate-making considerations expected to arise in

5 Report of the Board: Rate-Making Associated with Distributor Consolidation, March 26,2015

10
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consolidation transactions. Applicants are, however, encouraged to review both reports

in preparing their applications for both the consolidation transaction and subsequent
rate application.

Rate-setting following a consolidation will not be addressed in an application for
approval of a consolidation transaction unless there is a rate proposal that is an integral

aspect of the consolidation e.g. a temporary rate reduction. Rate-setting for the
consolidated entity will be addressed in a separate rate application, in accordance with

the rate setting policies established by the OEB. The OEB's review of a utility's revenue
requirement, and the establishment of distribution rates paid by customers, occurs
through an open, fair, transparent and robust process ensuring the protection of
customers.

Rate-Setting Policies

The rate making considerations relating to consolidation that applicants and parties

need to be aware of are:

. Deferred Rebasing

. Early Termination of Pre-Consolidation Rate-Setting term
o Early Termination or Extension of Deferred Rebasing Period
. Rate Setting During Deferred Rebasing Period
o Off Ramp
. Earnings Sharing Mechanism
. lncremental Capital lnvestments During Deferred Rebasing Period
¡ Future Rate Structures
. Deferral and Variance Accounts

Deferred Rebasing

The setting of rates for a consolidated entity using a cost of service methodology or a
Custom lncentive Rate-setting method (both referred to in this document as rebasing of
rates) involves a detailed assessment by the OEB of a utility's underlying costs. A
consolidated entity is required to file a separate application with the OEB under Section
78 of the OEB Act for a rebasing of its rates. This typically takes place at some point in
time following the OEB's approval of a consolidation.

To encourage consolidations, the OEB has introduced policies that provide

consolidating distributors with an opportunity to offset transaction costs with any

11
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achieved sav¡ngs. The 2015 Report perm¡ts consolidating distributors to defer rebasing
for up to ten years from the closing of the transaction. The 2015 Report also states that
consolidating entities deferring rebasing for up to five years may do so under the
policies established in the 2007 Report.6 The extent of the deferred rebasing period is at
the option of the distributor and no supporting evidence is required to justify the
selection of the deferred rebasing period subject to the minimum requirements set out
below.

While the OEB has determined that allowing a longer deferred rebasing period is

appropriate to incent consolidation, there must be an appropriate balance between the
incentives provided to utilities and the protection provided to customers. The OEB will
therefore require consolidating distributors to identify in their consolidation application
the specific number of years for which they choose to defer. lt is not sufficient for
applicants to state that they will defer rebasing for up to 10 years. Distributors must
select a definitive timeframe for the deferred rebasing period. This will allow the OEB to
assess any proposed departure from this stated plan.

ln addition, distributors cannot select a deferred rebasing period that is shorter than the
shortest remaining term of one of the consolidating distributors. Therefore, a

consolidated entity can only rebase when:

i) The selected deferred rebasing period has expired, and
ii) At least one rate-setting term of one of the consolidating entities has also

expired.

Early Termination of Pre-Gonsolidation Rate-setting Term

At the time distributors first enter into a consolidation transaction, consolidating
distributors may be on any one of the rate setting mechanisms and may not necessarily
be using the same rate-setting mechanism or have the same termination dates.

A consolidated entity may apply to the OEB to rebase its rates as a consolidated entity
through a cost of service or Custom lR application following the expiry of the original
rate-setting term of at least one of the consolidating entities and once the selected
deferred rebasing period has concluded. lf, however, a consolidated entity wishes to
rebase its rates prior to the end of the pre-consolidation rate-setting term of the
distributor that has the earliest termination date, the consolidated entity must
demonstrate the need for this "early rebasing" as part of the early rebasing application.

ô Report of the Board on Rate-making Associated with Distributor Consolidation, July 2g,2OO7

12
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The OEB established its approach to early rebasing in a letter dated April 20, 2010 and

reiterated it in the RRFE. The OEB expects a distributor that seeks to have its rates
rebased earlier than scheduled to clearly demonstrate why early rebasing is required
and why and how the distributor cannot adequately manage its resources and financial
needs during the remaining years of its current rate term.

Early Termination or Extension of Selected Deferred Rebasing Period

The OEB considers that consolidations can provide for greater efficiencies and benefits
to customers and is committed to reducing regulatory barriers to consolidations. The
OEB has allowed for a deferred rebasing period to eliminate one of the identified
barriers to consolidations. The OEB remains of the view that having consolidating
entities operate as one entity as soon as possible after the transaction is in the best
interest of consumers. That being said, when a consolidating entity has opted for a
deferred rebasing period, it has committed to a plan based on the circumstances of the
consolidation^ For this reason, if the consolidated entity seeks to amend the deferred
rebasing period, the OEB will need to understand whether any change to the proposed

rebasing timeframe is in the best interest of customers.

Distributors who subsequently request a shorter deferred rebasing period than the one
that has been selected (and where at least one of the pre-consolidation rate-setting
plans has expired) will be required to file rationale to support the need to amend the
previously selected deferred rebasing period. Similarly, a consolidated entity having
selected a deferred rebasing period less than 10 years, that seeks to extend its selected
deferred rebasing period must explain why this is required.

Rate Setting during Deferred Rebasing Period

Under the OEB's RRFE, there are three rate-setting options: Price Cap lncentive Rate-

Setting (Price Cap lR or PCIR), Custom lncentive Rate-Setting (Custom lR or CIR)and
Annual lncentive Rate-Setting lndex (Annual lR lndex or AlRl). The term of the Price
Cap lR and Custom lR options is normally five years. The Annual lR lndex option has
no specific term.

Consolidating distributors may be on any one of the rate-setting mechanisms and may
not necessarily be using the same rate-setting mechanism or have the same
termination dates. The 2015 Report clarified how rates will be set for a distributor who

13
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is a party to a consolidation transaction during any deferred rebasing period after the
distributor's orig¡nal incentive rate-setting plan has concluded:

. A distributor on Price Cap lR, whose plan expires, would continue to have its
rates based on the Price Cap lR adjustment mechanism during the remainder of
the deferred rebasing period.

r A distributor on Custom lR, whose plan expires, would move to having rates
based on the Price Cap lR adjustment mechanism during the remainder of the
deferred rebasing period.

o A distributor on the Annual lR lndex will continue to have rates based on the
Annual lR lndex, until it selects a different rate-setting option.

Table 1 below illustrates six potential scenarios for rate-setting during the deferred
rebasing period, assuming the consolidation of two distributors. The table also sets out
the conditions that must be met by a consolidated entity that elects to rebase its rates.
While Table 1 is intended to illustrate a situation of two consolidating distributors, the
OEB is aware that future consolidations may involve several consolidating distributors
as well as the possibility of multiple successive consolidation transactions by a single
consolidated entity. For unique circumstances, the OEB may need to assess the rate-
setting proposals on a case by case basis.

14
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Table 1 - Rate-Setting Options During the Deferred Rebas¡ng Period

Going in Rates
As of the date of the closing

, rt'::,; .,rl : I t,

of the transaction. Assumes two distributors"

LDC on PCIR continues on Continue with current plans.
current plan for chosen Once each term expires,
deferred rebasing period and each LDC will move to
LDC on CIR moves to PCIR PCIR for the remaining
for the remaining years of years of the chosen
chosen deferred rebasing deferred rebasing period.
period, following the
expiration of the CIR term.

OR OR
LDC on PCIR continues on Continue with current plans.
current plan. lf its term Once the earlier of the two
expires in advance of the terms expires the
expiration of the other LDC's consolidated entity may
CIR term the consolidated rebase once the selected
entity may rebase once the deferred rebasing period
selected deferred rebasing has concluded.
pef too f tas cof tctuQeo.

OR
lf the term for the LDC on CIR
expires first, the consolidated
entity may rebase following
the expiration of the CIR term
and once the selected
deferred rebasing period has
concluded.

Continue with current plans
for chosen deferred rebasing
period.

OR
Rebase as a consolidated
entity following the expiration
of one of the entities' terrr
and once the selected
deferred rebasing period has
concluded.
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Continue with current plans
for chosen deferred rebasing
period.
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OR
Consolldated entlty may
rebase once the selected
deferred rebasing period has
concluded.

OR
Consolldated entlty may
rebase once the selected
deferred rebasing period has
concluded.

Continue with current plans
for chosen deferred rebasing
period.

LDC on AlRl continues on
current plan for chosen
deferred rebasing period
and LDC on CIR moves to
PCIR for the remaining
years of chosen deferred
rebasing period, following
the expiration of the CIR
term.

OR
Consolldated entlty may
rebase once the selected
deferred rebasing period
has concluded.
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Off Ramp

As set out in the OEB's RRFE, each incentive rate-setting method includes an annual
return on equity (ROE) dead band of t300 basis points. When a distributor performs
outside of this earnings dead band, a regulatory review may be initiated by the OEB.
The OEB requires consistent, meaningful and timely reporting to effectively monitor
utility performance and determine if expected outcomes are being achieved. The OEB's
performance monitoring framework allows the OEB to take corrective action if required,
including the possible termination of the distributor's rate-setting method and requiring
the distributor to have its rates rebased.

The dead band of *300 basis points on ROE continues to apply to utilities who have
deferred rebasing due to consolidation. For utilities who defer rebasing up to five years,
the OEB may initiate a regulatory review if the earnings are outside of the dead band.
For utilities deferring rebasing beyond five years, an earnings sharing mechanism is

required above t300 basis points as discussed in the next section.

Earning Sharing Mechanism (ESM)

Consolidating entities that propose to defer rebasing beyond five years, must implement
an ESM for the period beyond five years.T The ESM is designed to protect customers
and ensure that they share in any increased benefits from consolidation during the
deferred rebasing period.

ln the 2015 Report, the OEB determined that under the ESM, excess earnings are
shared with consumers on a 50:50 basis for all earnings that are more than 300 basis
points above the consolidated entity's annual ROE. Earnings will be assessed each
year once audited financial results are available and excess earnings beyond 300 basis
points will be shared with customers annually. No evidence is required in support of an
ESM that follows the form set out in the 2015 Report.

There are numerous types and structures of consolidation transactions, and there can
be significant differences between utilities involved in a transaction. The ESM as set out
in the 2015 Report may not achieve the intended objective of customer protection for all
types of consolidation proposals. For these cases, applicants are invited to propose an
ESM that better achieves the objective of protecting customer interests during the

7 Report of the Board: Rate-Making Associated with Distributor Consolidation, March 26,2015, p.6
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deferred rebasing period. For example, a large distributor that acquires a small
distributor may demonstrate the objective of consumer protection by proposing an ESM
where excess earnings will accrue only to the benefit of the customers of the acquired
distributor.

Incremental Gapital lnvestments during Deferred Rebasing Period

The lncremental Capital Module (lCM) is an additional rate-setting mechanism under
the Price Cap lR option to allow adjustment to rates for discrete capital projects. The
details of the mechanism are described in the Report of the Board: New Policy Options
fnr lhe Fttndinn af Canilal lnvecfrnenlc' Tha Artvan¡ad lanilal ltlrt¡lttlø iccrra¡{ nn

l lf,vgg'9'

September 18,2014 and a supplemental report with further enhancements will be
issued in January 2016.

The ICM is now available for any prudent discrete capital project that fits within an
incremental capital budget envelope, not just expenditures that were unanticipated or
unplanned. To encourage consolidation, the 2015 Report extended the availability of the
ICM for consolidating distributors that are on Annual lR lndex, thereby providing
consolidating distributors with the ability to finance capital investments during the
deferral period without being required to rebase earlier than planned.

The 2015 R-eport sets out that a distributor who is in the midst of the Custom !R. plan at
the time of the transaction and who consolidates with an entity operating under a Price
Cap lR or an Annual lR lndex may only apply for an ICM for investments incremental to
its Custom lR plan. The rules that apply to a specific rate-setting method continue to
apply even following a consolidation of distributors. To be specific, an ICM would not be
available for the rates in the service area for which the Custom lR plan term applies until
the term of the Custom lR ends and Price Cap lR applies. Materiality thresholds for the
ICM will be calculated based on the individual distributors' accounts and not that of the
consolidated entity.

Future Rate Structures

A consolidated entity is expected to propose rate structures and rate harmonization
plans following consolidation at the time it files its rebasing application. Distributors are
not required to file details of their rate-setting plans, including any proposals for rate
harmonization, as part of the application for consolidation. These issues will be
addressed at the time of rate rebasing of the consolidated entity.
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A rate harmonization plan can propose the approach and timeline for harmonizing rate
classes or provide rationale for why certain rate classes should not be harmonized
based on underlying differences in cost structures and drivers. For acquisitions,
distributors can propose plans that place acquired customers into an existing rate class
or into a new rate class. However, the OEB expects that whichever option is adopted,
rates will reflect the cost to serve the acquired customers, including the anticipated
productivity gains resulting from consolidation.

Deferral and Variance Accounts

Where a transmitter or distributor has accumulated balances in a deferral or variance
account, the question of who should pay for, or receive credits from the clearance of
these balances is relevant to the consolidation only if it affects the financial viability of
the acquiring utility or consolidated entity. A decision on the actual clearance of deferral
or variance accounts would be part of a rate application, not an application seeking
approval for consolidation.

18
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INDEX: Schedule I - Relevant Sections of the OEB Act

Section 86 of the OEB Act

Change in ownership or control of systems
86. (1) No transmitter or distributor, without first obtaining from the Board an order
granting leave, shall,

(a) sell, lease or otherwise dispose of its transmission or distribution system as an
entirety or substantially as an entirety;

(b) sell, lease or othen¡rise dispose of that part of its transmission or distribution
system that is necessary in serving the public; or

(c) amalgamate with any other corporation. 2003, c. 3, s. 55 (1).

Same
(1.1) Subsection (1) does not apply with respect to a disposition of securities of a

transmitter or distributor or of a corporation that owns securities in a transmitter
ordistributor.2002, c. 1, Sched. B, s.9 (1).

Acquisition of share control
tA No person, without first obtaining an order from the Board granting leave, shall,

(a) acquire such number of voting securities of a transmitter or distributor that
together with voting securities already held by such person and one or
more affiliates or associates of that person, will in the aggregate exceed
10 per cent of the voting securities of the transmitter or distributor; or

(b) acquire control of any corporation that holds, directly or indirectly, more
than 10 per cent of the voting securities of a transmitter or distributor if
such voting securities constitute a significant asset of that corporation.
1998, c. 15, Sched. B, s.86 (2).
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INDEX: Schedule 2 - Filing Requirements for Gonsolidation
Applications
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Filing Requirements for Consolidation Applications

1. lntroduction

Completeness and Accuracy of an Application

These filing requirements provide direction to applicants in preparing a consolidation
application. lt is expected that applicants will file applications consistent with the filing
requirements. Applications must be accurate, and information and data presented must
be consistent throughout the application. lf an application does not meet all of these
requirements, or if there are inconsistencies identified in the information or data
presented, the OEB may put the application in abeyance, unless satisfactory
justification for missing or inconsistent information has been provided or until revised
satisfactory evidence is filed. lf circumstances warrant, the OEB may require an
applicant to file evidence in addition to what is identified in the filing requirements.
An applicant should only file information that is relevant to the OEB's statutory
objectives in relation to electricity. Applicants should refer to the Handbook on the
OEB's expectations and approach to reviewing consolidation applications.

Certification of Evidence

An application filed with the OEB must include a certification by a senior officer of the
applicant that the evidence filed is accurate, consistent and complete to the best of his
or her knowledge.

Updating an Application

When rnaterial clrarrges or updates to an applicatiorr or otlrer evidence are rìecessary, a
thorough explanation of the changes must be provided, along with revisions to the
affected evidence and related schedules. This process is contemplated in Rule 11.02 of
the Rules of Practice and Procedure (the Rules). When changes or updates are
contemplated in later stages of a proceeding, updates should only be done if there is a
material change to the evidence already before the OEB. Rule 11.03 states that any
such updates should clearly indicate the date of the revision and the part(s) revised.

1
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lnterrogatories

lnterrogatories are an important part of the process of clarifying and testing evidence,
however they must focus on issues that are relevant to the OEB's decision. Excessive
interrogatories introduce inefficiency into the application process. The OEB advises
applicants to consider the clarity, completeness and accuracy of their evidence and
refer to the Handbook for what will be considered or not in order to reduce the need for
interrogatories. The OEB also advises parties to carefully consider the relevance and
materiality of information before requesting it through interrogatories. Parties must
consult Rules 26 and 27 of the OEB's Rules of Practice and Procedure, April24,2014
revision, for additional information on the filing of interrogatories and responses and
matters related to such filings.

Gonfidential I nformat¡on

The OEB relies on full and complete disclosure of all relevant material in order to ensure
that its decisions are well-informed. The OEB's expectation is that applicants will make
every effort to file material contained in an application publicly and completely, and
without redactions in order to ensure the transparency of the review process. The
OEB's Rules and the Practice Direction on Confidential Filings (the Practice Direction)
allow for applicants and other parties to request that certain evidence be treated as
confidential. Where such a request is made, parties are expected to review and follow
the Practice Direction. This includes assessment of the relevance of any requested
document prior to filing it with the OEB and requesting confidential treatment. There is

no requirement or expectation on applicants to file documents that are out of scope of
the areas the OEB has determined are relevant to its consideration of a consolidation
application as defined in the Handbook.

2. lnformation Required of Applicants

The OEB expects an application for consolidation to have the following components

2
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2.1 Exhibit A: The Index

lndex

The Application

Administrative

Description of the Business of the Parties to the Transaction

Description of the Transaction

lmpact of transaction on the OEB's statutory objectives

Rate considerations for consolidation applications

Other Related Matters

a

January, !9,2Ot6

2.1

2.2

2.2.1

2.2.2

2.2.3

2.2.4

2.2:5

2.2.6

2.2 Exhibit B: The Application

2.2.1 Administrative

This section must include the formal signed application, which must incorporate the
following:

Legal name of the applicant or applicants

Details of the authorized representative of the applicant/s, including the
name, phone and fax numbers, and email and delivery addresses

Legal name of the other party or parties to the transaction, if not an
applicant

Details of the authorized representative of the other party or parties to the
transaction, including the name, phone and fax numbers, and email and
delivery addresses

Brief description of the nature of the transaction for which approval of the
OEB is sought by the applicant or applicants

a

a

a

a
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2.2.2 Description of the Business of the Parties to the Transaction

This section of the application requires the applicant to provide the following
information on the parties to the proposed transaction:

Describe the business of each of the parties to the proposed transaction,
including each of their electricity sector affiliates engaged in, or providing
goods or services to anyone engaged in, the generation, transmission,
distribution or retailing of electricity.

a

a

January, 19,2016

Describe the geographic territory served by each of the parties to the
proposed transaction, including each of their affiliates, if applicable, noting
whether service area boundaries are contiguous or if not the relative
distance between service boundaries.

Describe the customers, including the number of customers in each class,

served by each of the parties to the proposed transaction.

Describe the proposed geographic service area of each of the parties after
completion of the proposed transaction.

Provide a corporate chart describing the relationship between each of the
parties to the proposed transaction and each of their respective affiliates.

lf the proposed transaction involves the consolidation of two or more
distributors, please indicate the current net metering thresholds of the
utilities involved in the proposed transaction. The OEB will, in the absence
of exceptional circumstances, add together the kW threshold amounts
allocated to the individual utilities and assign the sum to the new or
remaining utility. Applicants must indicate if there are any special
circumstances that may warrant the OEB using a different methodology to

determine the net metering threshold for the new or remaining utility.

a

a

a

a
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2.2.3 Description of the Proposed Transaction

This section of the application requires the applicant to provide the following

Provide a detailed description of the proposed transaction

January, 19,2016

a

Provide a clear statement on the leave being sought by the applicant,
referencing the particular section or sections of the Ontario Energy Board
Act, 1998.

Provide details of the consideration (e.9. cash, assets, shares) to be given
anci receivecl by each of the parties to the proposed transaction.

Provide all final legal documents to be used to implement the proposed
transaction.

Provide a copy of appropriate resolutions by parties such as parent
companies, municipal council/s, or any other entities that are required to
approve a proposed transaction confirming that all these parties have
approved the proposed transaction.

2.2.4 lmpact of the Proposed Transaction

ln reviewing an application, the OEB will apply the no harm test as outlined in the
Handbook. Applicants are required to provide the following evidence to demonstrate
the impact of the proposed transaction with respect to the OEB's first two statutory
objectives.

Objective 1 - Protect consumers with respecf to prices and the adequacy,
reliability and quality of electricity service

lndicate the impact the proposed transaction will have on consumers with respect
to prices and the adequacy, reliability and quality of electricity service.

Provide a year over year comparative cost structure analysis for the proposed
transaction, comparing the costs of the utilities post transaction and in the
absence of the transaction.

a

a

a

a

a

a
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Provide a comparison of the OM&A cost per customer per year between the
consol¡dating d istributors.

Confirm whether the proposed transaction will cause a change of control of any
of the transmission or distribution system assets, at any time, during or by the
end of the transaction.

Describe how the distribution or transmission systems within the service areas
will be operated.

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Objective 2 - Promote economic efficiency and cost effecúiveness and to
facilitate the maintenance of a financially viable electricity industry

lndicate the impact that the proposed transaction will have on economic
efficiency and cost effectiveness (in the distribution or transmission of
electricity), identifying the various aspects of utility operations where the
applicant expects sustained operational efficiencies (both quantitative and
qualitative).

ldentify all incremental costs that the parties to the proposed transaction
expect to incur which may include incremental transaction costs (e.9. legal,

regulatory), incremental merged costs (e.9. employee severances), and

incremental on-going costs (e.9. purchase and maintenance of new lT
systems). Explain how the consolidated entity intends to finance these costs

Provide a valuation of any assets or shares that will be transferred in the
proposed transaction. Describe how this value was determined.

lf the price paid as part of the proposed transaction is more than the book
value of the assets of the selling utility, provide details as to why this price will

not have an adverse effect on the financial viability of the acquiring utility.

Provide details of the financing of the proposed transaction

Provide financial statements (including balance sheet, income statement, and

cash flow statement) of the parties to the proposed transaction for the past two

most recent years.

Provide pro forma financial statements for each of the parties (or if an

amalgamation, the consolidated entity) for the first full year following the

a
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completion of the proposed transaction

2.2.5 Rate considerations for consolidation applications

Applicants are required to provide the information with respect to the following rate
maki ng considerations relati n g to consolidation :

r lndicate a specific deferred rate rebasing period that has been chosen.
o For deferred rebasing periods greater than five years:

o Confirm that the ESM will be as required by the 2015 Report and the
Handbook

o lf the applicant's proposed ESM is different from the ESM set out in the
2015 Report, the applicant must provide evidence to demonstrate the
benefit to the customers of the acquired distributor

2.2.6 Other Related Matters

Applicants have, in previous consolidation applications, made the following additional
requests to the OEB which have formed part of the OEB's determination of a
consolidation application :

a) lmplementation of new or the extension of existing rate riders
b) Transfer of rate order and licence
c) Licence amendment and cancellation
d) Approval to continue to track costs to the deferral and variance accounts

currently approved by the OEB
e) Approval to use different accounting standards for financial reporting following

the closing of the proposed transaction

Applicants are required to provide justification for these types of requests and for any
other requests for which a determination is being sought from the OEB as part of a
consolidation application.

- End of document -
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Rate-Making Associated with Distributor Gonsolidation

A. INTRODUCTION

The Ontario Energy Board's renewed regulatory framework is a comprehensive
performance based approach to regulation. The framework sets expectations that
electricity distributors will seek out efficiencies to increase productivity and manage

costs. The OEB issued a letter on February 11, 2013, announcing an initiative to assess
how the OEB's regulatory requirements for electricity distributors may affect the ability

of distributors to realize operational or organizational efficiencies (EB-2012-0397).

Consultations with stakeholders took place in early 2013 to review potential changes to
the OEB's regulatory requirements that may facilitate efficiency improvements. On

November 4,2013, the OEB issued a letter, announcing that it would proceed with a

further review of its policies related to service area amendments ("S44"¡ and rate-
making associated with merger, amalgamation, acquisition and divestiture ("MAADs")

transactions.

The report of the Ontario Distribution Sector Review Panel, issued in December 2012,
set out a vision for consolidation resulting in the less costly and more efficient delivery of
electricity, with a predicted cost savings of $1.2 billion over the next ten years. When the
Minister of Energy responded to the Panel's report, he indicated that he expected that
the sector would find ways to achieve those savings through more efficient service
delivery, including negotiated consolidations. This view was carried forward in the
government's December 2013 Long Term Energy Plan ("LTEP"), where it is stated that
the government expects electricity distributors to pursue innovative partnerships and

transformative initiatives that will result in savings for electricity ratepayers.

On March 31,2014, the OEB issued a OEB staff Discussion Paper (the "Discussion

Paper") providing background on the current policies, summarizing stakeholder input
received in relation to those policies, and setting out questions for stakeholder comment
with respect to potential changes to those policies.

On November 13, 2014, the Advisory Council on Government Assets issued its findings

which included the view that consolidation was needed to encourage modernization of
the electricity distribution system.

-3-
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After considering the government's policy expectations, the results of the consultations,

and the OEB's own expectations that the distribution sector should continue to seek out
efficiencies especially through consolidation, the OEB has concluded that it will
proceed at this time with amendments to its rate-making policy associated with
electricity distributor consolidation.

This Report sets out the OEB's amendments to its rate-making policy for electricity
distributors following a MAADs transaction.

ïhe OEB has identified two specific policy matters that it intends to address at this time:

The duration of the deferral period for rebasing following the closing of a MAADs

transaction; and,

A mechanism for adjusting rates to reflect incremental capital investments during

the deferred rebasing period.

The amendments to the OEB's policy in relation to each of these matters are discussed
below. The OEB has also provided clarification regarding the incentive rate mechanism

that will apply to a distributor during a rebasing deferral period.

B. DEFERRAL PERIOD FOR RATE REBASING

Consolidating distributor(s) may elect to defer rebasing for a period of up to 10

years after the closing of the transaction.

Consolidating entities that elect a re-basing period of up to five years after the closíng of
the transaction may do so as sef out under the current poticyl.

Consolidating entities may also apply for an extended rate rebasing deferral period of
up to 10 years. For the extended period (i.e.- the period between year 5 and year 10),

the OEB will require the consolidating entity to implement an earnings sharing

mechanism. The earnings sharing split shall be a 50:50 sharing with customers where

the return on equity for the consolidated distributor is greater than 300 basrs points

above the allowed rate of return for the consolidated distributor.

1 Report of the Board regarding Rate-Making Poticies Assocrafed with Distributor Consolidafion, issued
July 23,2007.

a
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The OEB's current policy with regards to rate issues associated with MAADs

transactions was developed in 2007 , and is found in its Report of the Board re,gardinq

Rate-makinq Policies Associated with Distributor Consolidation (the "2007 Policy").

Under the 2007 Policy, when a distributor applies for approval of a MAADs transaction it

may propose to defer rebasing of the rates of the consolidated entity for up to five years

from the date of the closing of the transaction. The purpose of this policy is to allow the

net savings of a consolidation to accrue to a distributor's shareholde(s) for an extended
period. The OEB recognized that providing a reasonable opportunity to use savings to

at least offset the costs of a MAADs transaction is an important factor in a utility's

consideratlon of the merits of a given consolidation initiative. The five-year period was

selected based on a review of practice in other jurisdictions, and taking into

consideration the fact that the maximum duration of any rate plan for distributors at the

time was three years.

The principal focus of distributor comments received both through the 2013 consultation

and the responses to the Discussion paper, was concern regarding the length of time

over which rebasing of a consolidated entity's rates can be deferred.
It is the view of distributors that the current policy may not provide sufficient time to

achieve the savings and efficiency gains necessary to enable the recovery of
transaction costs. Distributors expressed the view that the risk for shareholders of not

recovering transaction costs is a significant impediment to consolidation.

Distributors explained that the transition and integration costs of a MAADs transaction,

although largely incurred upfront can continue for two to four years following the

completion of the transaction. Whereas efficiency gains and savings resulting from the

transaction will not start to be realized until the transaction is completed and the new

entity has begun to operate. Distributors indicated that given the nature and timing of
these costs and savings, annual net benefits (operational costs less transition and

integration costs) are in many cases negative during the first two to four years.

Therefore, it may take anywhere from six to ten years to reach a break-even point,

where the cumulative savings exceed the cumulative acquisition and integration costs.

Distributors therefore suggested that greater flexibility in terms of the rebasing time

frame and the ability to retain any achieved savings for a longer deferral period will

provide encouragement to those who may be interested in pursuing consolidation

opportunities.
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Representatives of consumers expressed the view that savings that result from a

MAADs transaction should be shared equitably between the distributor's ratepayers and

the distributors' shareholders. There are concerns that extending the deferral period will

provide an opportunity for shareholders to retain more savings than those necessary to

recover costs, which may result in a windfall for shareholders at the expanse of
ratepayers. Ratepayer representatives suggested that for the rebasing to be deferred,

other benefits for consumers would need to be provided, either in the form of new

services or, of a certainty of savings that would continue after the rebasing.

Consumer representatives also suggested that allowing a distributor to choose its own
r:-^ ,^- -^L^^:-^ 
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delay rebasing to keep its savings, but a distributor who experiences higher costs would

rebase immediately in order to pass those incremental costs on to ratepayers. Such an

approach would relieve the shareholders of risk at the expense of the ratepayers. There

were also concerns expressed that allowing shareholders to recover additional savings

may reduce the market forces that lead to efficient consolidations.

OEB Policv

The OEB believes that the decision to extend the deferred rebasing period for
distributors who are party to a fvlAADs transaction supports the OEB's own

expectations, as well as those of the government, that the distribution sector should

continue to seek out efficiencies, especially through consolidation.

The OEB has determined that providing an extension of the allowed deferral period to

up to 10 years after the closing of the transaction, would address distributors' key

concern about the 2007 policy; would reduce the risk of a MAADs transaction, which

may encourage more consolidation; and would provide distributors with the flexibility to

manage their own, unique circumstances.

The OEB believes that the requirement for the MAAD's application to include an

earnings sharing mechanism (ESM) will address ratepayer concerns that the

accumulated savings could amount to a windfall for shareholders.

The ESM would operate during the term of the extended deferred rebasing period. (i.e.

- for any extended periods beyond the initial five year deferral period). The ESM would

be in keeping with the OEB's current incentive rate-making policy under which a
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I regulatory review may be initiated if a distributor's annual reports show performance

outside of the +i- 300 basis points earnings dead band. ln the case of a MAADs

transaction, if the consolidated entity's actual ROE rose above the 300 basis points over

the allowed ROE, the ESM will be implemented. The ESM for the purpose of the

extended period will employ a 50:50 sharing with customers of excess earnings. This

sharing provides for the shareholders to continue to recover transaction costs while

ensuring customers of the consolidated entity will benefit from the efficiencies and

savings the new distributor has achieved.

During the deferred re-basing period, whether up to five years or beyond five years,

once the original incentive rate-making period of one of the distributors who are party to

the transaction expires, the consolidated entities may apply to the OEB for cost-of-

service rate setting for the consolidated entity. The OEB believes that it is in the best

interest of consumers to have consolidating entities operate as one entity as soon as

possible after the MAADs transaction. The consolidated entity application will allow the

OEB to establish rates that reflect the efficiencies from the consolidation transaction.

Therefore, there is no requirement for the consolidated entity to wait until the deferred

re-basing period is completed to apply to the OEB for re-basing.

The OEB also notes that despite the ability for consolidated entities to extend the rate

re-basing period, all other regulatory requirements, including the requirement to file

Distribution System Plans every five years remain in effect.

The OEB will continue to make use of its monitoring tools, available through distributor's

annual reporting requirements, to determine whether the results of MAADs transactions

for consumers and the industry warrant additional consumer protection measures. lf so,

future changes to the policy may be considered.

INCREMENTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENTS DURING THE

DEFERRAL PER¡OD

The lncremental Capital Module ("lCM") will now be available to consolidating
entities during the rate rebasing period.

When developing the 2007 Policy, the OEB considered the issue of how to deal with

capital investments during the deferred rebasing period. The OEB determined that it

c
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Rate-Making Associated with Distributor Gonsolidation

would not establish a mechanism to adjust for capital investment during the deferred
rebasing period, and suggested that the matter should be considered as part of the next
incentive regulation review.

Subsequently, in its September 17,2008, Suoplemental Report of the Board on 3rd

Generation lncentive Requlation for Ontario's Electricitv Distributors. the OEB

established the lncremental Capital Module (.lCM") as the mechanism by which

distributors could seek funding for extraordinary and unanticipated capital investments
(but not normal expected investments) during the incentive regulation term. Of the three
RRFE rate-setting options, the ICM application is available only to distributors that have
^L^^^- ¡L^ n-:^^ 

^^- 
tn

r-f tuùgltUtË rf t(Jg vcrp tr\.

Distributors have indicated that while an extended deferral period may allow for the
recovery of costs, the treatment of capital investments during this period may reduce

the benefits of the extension. Some of the distributors suggested that few, if any,

distributors would be able to operate over an deferred rebasing period without
incorporating normal and expected capital expenditures into rate base. Their concern is

that, if capital additions cannot be incorporated into rate base, the shareholder's rate of
return would diminish and there would be impacts on financing for capital investments.

Distributors also expressed concern that they will be forced to choose between early
rate-rebasing to address capital spending, or deferred rebasing in order to enhance the
viability of a MAADs transaction. ln their view, this may have a dampening effect on

consolidation because the recovery of transaction costs will come at the expense of
foregoing the recovery of capital expenditures. By contrast, if distributors who are
considering a MAADs transaction know that they have the ability to apply to the OEB for
the inclusion of on-going capital investments into rate base during the deferred rebasing
period, they may be more willing to consider consolidation.

Stakeholders representing consumers suggested that the existing incentive rate-setting

mechanisms already provide for the funding of capital, and that any additional
mechanisms may result in an over-recovery from the consumer and could possibly

reward underperforming distributors. Stakeholders who disagree with the proposed

approach suggest that there is a risk that using a modified ICM would impact ratepayers

worse than if no merger took place. Some parties have also suggested that the
proposed approach would go against objective of the Annual lR which provides

distributors with opportunity for increased rates, while protecting ratepayers with low

-8-



Rate-Making Associated with Distributor Consolidation

rate stable increases. They are concerned that the proposal would turn Annual lR into

"Selective lR", in which the full impacts of a utility's costs would be deliberately ignored

by the OEB for as long as the utility wanted. Other stakeholders have suggested that if

a distributor has the need to incorporate capital investments into rate base, it should go

through a Custom lR.

On September 18, 2014, the OEB issued the Report of the Board, New Policy Options

for Fundino of Capital lnvestments: The Advanced Capital Module. ln this Report, the

OEB clarified that the opportunity for requests for review and approvals of incremental

capital during an lR term will be maintained for projects that were unanticipated at the

time of the development of a distributors' system plan, and/or for projects anticipated

but for which sufficient rationale was not available at the time of the system plan to

establish need and prudence. The ability to apply for an ACM remains only with those

distributors who are under the Price Cap lR.

On page 15 of the September 18th Report, the OEB stated the following

"The Board is of the view that the availability of incremental capital

funding during the lR term should no longer be limited to non-

discretionary projects. Any discrete project (discretionary or
otherwise) adequately supported in the DSP (Distribution System

Plan) is eligible for ACM funding subject to capitalfunding
availability flowing from the formula resu/fs. The same approach

shall appllt goinq forward to new proiects proposed as lCMs during

the Price Cap lR term." (emphasis added)

OEB Policv

The OEB believes that the clarification set out in the September 18th Report establishes

that a distributor may now apply for an ICM that includes normal and expected capital

investments. This clarification of policy should address the need of those distributors

who may not consider entering into a MAADs transaction due to concerns over the

ability to finance capital investments.

The one remaining limitation is that the ability to apply for an ICM continues to be limited

to those distributors under the Price Cap lR, and it is anticipated that distributors

-9-



Rate-Maki Associated with Distributor Consolidation

considering a MAADs transaction will be operating under one or more of the other rate

setting options. The question that needs to be addressed, in the OEB's view, is the
situation where one or more distributors that are part of a MAADs transaction are
operating under Custom lR or Annual lR and the impact of the ICM policy for the
combined entity.

As discussed in the next section, distributors who are part of a MAADs transaction and

have their Custom lR plan expire during the deferred rebasing period, would transition
to the Price Cap lR. Once the distributor has made this transition, it will have the option
to utilize the ICM consistent with the OEB's existing approach to incentive regulation.

Distributors who are in the midst of their Custom lR plan at the time of the MAADs

transaction and consolidate with an entity operating under a Price Cap lR or an Annual
lR may only apply for an ICM that relates to investments incremental to its Custom lR
plan.

ïhe OEB believes that its proposal to allow a combined entity who is operating under an

Annual lR plan to make use of the ICM is reasonable, effective and will address
distributor's concerns over capital investment during a deferred rebasing period which
may encourage consolidation efforts.

The OEB notes that distributors proposing amounts for recovery by way of an ICM must
be assessed by the OEB through a hearing and must meet the tests of materiality, need

and prudence. Therefore, ratepayers continue to be protected under the OEB's
proposed approach. Further the OEB is of the view that part of a review of any ICM

requests by the combined entity, where one of the combined distributors was on a
Custom lR, would include a test to determine whether the requested amounts for ICM

recovery were separate from the amounts that had been included in the distributor's
Custom lR plan.

ln regards to making an application for an lCM, the materiality thresholds for purposes

of the ICM policy shall be calculated based on the individual distributor's accounts, i.e.

depreciation expense, and not the consolidated entity's.

- 10 -



Rate-Making Associated with Distributor Consolidation

D. INCENTIVE MECHAN¡SM DURING THE DEFERRAL PERIOD

Under its renewed regulatory framework, the OEB has established three rate-setting

approaches for distributors. A distributor may now choose amongst: Custom lR, Price

Cap lR, and Annual lR.

As there are now three rate-setting options available to distributors, there will be

potential for parties to a MAADs transaction to be on different rate options at the time of
consolidation. The question that arises is which plan would apply to a distributor where

its current approved rate plan ends during the deferred rebasing period

Distributor groups have suggested the consolidated entity should be allowed to continue

under the existing Custom lR plan during the deferred re-basing period. Ratepayer
groups believe the consolidated entity should undergo a Custom lR as soon as

possible, in order to ensure any savings are properly shared.

Continuing to operate under a Custom lR where this is a form of rate adjustment is not

feasible as the OEB has not approved rates for that distributor beyond the initial five
years. Also, requiring a merged entity to undergo a Custom lR immediately would be

counter to the intent of the 2007 policy as the consolidated entity would immediately

lose any efficiency savings it expected to pay for transaction costs.

OEB Policv

The OEB wishes to clarify which incentive rate plan would apply to distributors who are
party to a MAADs transaction during any deferred rebasing period after the distributors

original lR plan is complete.

A distributor on Price Cap lR, whose plan expires, would continue to have its

rates based on the Price Cap adjustment mechanism during the remainder of the

deferral period. This approach is consistent with the current policy.

A distributor on the Annual lR, whose plan expires, would continue to have rates

based on the Annual lR index, until it selects a different option. This approach is

consistent with the current policy, as there is no set rate rebasing timeframe

under the Annual lR.

a

a
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a A distributor on Custom lR, whose plan expires, would move to having rates

based on the Price Cap lR adjustment mechanism, during the remainder of the

deferral period.

The OEB believes that its proposal is in keeping with the original2007 Policy and

RRFE's focus on reducing regulatory burden and costs. This proposal will also assist in
the efficient implementation of a deferred rebasing period, which in turn will support the

objective of finding efficiencies through consolidation.

E. NEXT STEPS

The policy changes made by the OEB are intended to encourage efficient and beneficial

consolidation transactions within the electricity distribution sector. The OEB has made

changes that reflect concerns of the industry with the current policy while ensuring

consumers will benefit through earlier rebasing or sharing of savings.

Some of the policy changes outlined in the Report will require amendments to be made

to the MAADs filing requirements. ln the case of the policy statements that have been

made in the Report, these are summarized below and are considered amendments to

the existing policies.

1 . Allow consolidating entities to choose a deferred rebasing period of up to 10

years after the closing of the transaction. Those consolidating entities that elect a

re-basing period of only up to five years may do so as set out under the current
policy.

2. Those consolidating entlties requesting a deferred re-basing period of greater

than five years will be required to present the OEB with an ESM plan that would

be implemented if the consolidated entity's ROE was greater than 300 basis
points above the allowed ROE as set out under the incentive regulation policy.

The ESM will be based on a 50:50 sharing of excess earnings with consumers.

3. Distributors who are party to a MAADs transaction, and are operating under an

Annual lR plan have the option to use the lncremental Capital Module during the

deferred rebasing period.

-12-
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')
4. Distributors who are party to a MAADs transaction that are on the Price Cap lR at

the time of consolidation will to continue to have their rates adjusted under the

same mechanism until rebasing. ln the case of distributors on the Annual lR the

consolidated distributor would continue to operate under the Annual lndex option

unless and until it selects a different option. Distributors whose Custom lR plan

expires during the deferred rebasing period will move to the Price Cap lR.

)

J
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Exhibit C.FRPO.l
Page I of I

Plus Attachments

ENBRIDGE GAS DISTRIBUTION INC. AND TINION GAS LIMITED

Answer to Interrogatory from
Federation of Rental-housins Providers of Ontario ("FRPO")

MAADs Issues List No.l

Question:

Please provide all internal documents generated by Enbridge Inc., Enbridge Gas Distribution and
Union Gas that examined, quantified or hypothesized about the impact of keeping the two
utilities separate or merged.

a. Please include any document that include estimates of the rate impacts, revenue
requirement and/or profitability of rebasing for either utility.

b. If the Board were to order a high-level examination of the scenario of the two utilities re-
basing, what is the applicant's estimate of the cost of hours to generate and the time
frame for which an evidence-based quality forecast to be generated?

Response:

a) The following attachments represents the internal documentation regarding the
amalgamation:

o Attachment 1: October 3 1, 20L7 EGD, Union Gas and Enbridge Inc. Board of
Directors presentation

o Attachment 2: July 25,2017 EGD, Union Gas and Enbridge Inc. Board of Directors
memorandum

¡ Attachment 3: November 15, 2017 EGD, Union MAADs & PCRMM Stakeholder
Day presentation

b) The time and effort associated with preparing a rebasing application is significant as it
involves a detailed examination of revenues and costs; rebasing cannot be done at a high
level. The preparation of an application and evidence for rebasing takes approximately
18 months. Once the application and evidence are filed, the regulatory process takes
approximately one year.
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Scenailo 7: ICM rcvenue rcquircment colculated based on frst yeor oi inttoduct¡on (current ICM policy ønd støndatd CoS approach)
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Exhibit c.oGVG.4
Paee 1 of 1

ENBRIDGE GAS DISTRIBUTION INC. AND UNION GAS LIMITED

Answer to Interrogatory from
Ontario Greenhouse Vegetable Growers ("OGVG")

MAADs Issues List - Issue No. I

Reference: Exhibit B, Tab l, p. 40

Preamble:

Internal processes will be developed to maintain the fairness and confidentiality of the bidding
process used for Amalco procurement of storage services either from third parties or from the
unregulated assets of Amalco.

Ouestion:
Please confirm that the noted passages describes a process wherein Amalco will, possibly, bid
for storage services from itselfl If confirmed please explain under what circumstances this could
arise and how it would work.

Response:

Just as EGD receives storage services from Union today, which contracts are listed, described
and provided in response to SEC lnterrogatory#2 found at Exhibit C.SEC.2, Amalco will
continue to require purchased market based storage services post-amalgamation in addition to the
91.3 BCF (99.4 PJ) of EGD cost based utility storage. Amalco will look at storage and storage
alternatives available in the competitive market to secure this additional capacity. Amalco is one
of the parties that can provide storage services in the competitive market. To ensure an unbiased
storage procurement process, Gas Supply personnel will conduct a blind request for proposal
("RFP") through an independent third party for storage capacity. EGD has recently utilized this
process to secure storage services with Deloitte and Touche acting as the independent third party.

The independent third party communicates with RFP participants and completes an objective
matrix of criteria for evaluating RFP responses. The results will be presented to Gas Supply
without bidder identification and in a manner consistent with the evaluation matrix. This will
allow for evaluation and selection of the most appropriate storage services on the basis of the
object criteria.
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Exhibit JT3.16
Page 1 ofl

Plus Attachment

ENBRIDGE GAS DISTRIBUTION INC. AND UNION GAS LIMITED

Undertaking of Mr. Charleson
To Mr. Ouinn

REF: Tr.3 p.104.

To provide a version of the matrix for evaluation of bids in the blind tender process

Response:

Please see the attached matrix that has been redacted to remove commercially sensitive
information.

)
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EGD Storage RFP matrix r
EGD defrned tems:
'Up to Syeors oÍseN¡ce comûencíng Awil 1,2o7à
tFirm lnje.tion Schedule: oto ñiníñum, mustíncfude the ñonths oÍMoy thrcugh Septembet

'F¡¡mwithdtowolkhedule: atoñîn¡ñum,ûust'ncludethemonthsoÍDecemberthroughMotch
tFitñ lnjectioñ Curle rights: dt least O.75% oÍ MSB pu dsy when inveîtory is I6s than 75'/4 Íll
tFim Withdtowol tu.ve otleost 7.2% pet doy when inventôry ismoîe thon 2 fuìl

I lf any above line ¡teñ ¡s not applicable, pþase insert N¡/A

Compqny C

4of12

1

1-Aotr1.8

Dãwn

2,000,000

mmbtu

Compony C

3of12

3

1-4otr18
Dâwn

2,000,000

mmbtu

Compdny C

2of72

z

1-Aor-18

Dawn

2,000,000

mmbtu

Company c

1of12

1

1-Aor-18

Dâwn

2,000,000

mmbtu

Coñpdny B

<tãÁñ.à t aT <-¿rirc
lofJ

2-5 Years

1-Aor-19

LJnion-Dawn

up to 8,000,000 5J

N/A

:mpsny A

lofl

l
th/)o7a
Un¡on-Dawn

¿,000,000

cwntqwrty (BLIND)

oÍfet deçr¡ptü fe 7 ol 3)

TERM {vedßl
Stdrl ddte

I ni e cl,f W itM raw ¿ t Lû q tí o n

MsB (mor cnnuol stffige bslqnceJ un¡ts:

ÊJ ot MrrlBtu

Heqt Vslue

Demond Charce per un¡t

Commod¡tv Chqme æt unit

Fuel Chørqe ær on¡t

Trønspütdt¡on C\orqe pet un¡t

lojecti Ø Cuw F¡qmeteö/rctchett

I niect¡Ø pe dod mn/¡nteïupt¡ bl e )

Ad d¡ti ú øl / Enh o Ke d tem s

W ¡thd ruw ql C u rc pø ro m ete ß/ rqtc he ts

w¡thdnwol per¡od (fim/¡ntetupt¡ble)

cvcl¡na tens l¡e unlim¡tedl

Ad d ¡ti o n dl/ Enhd Dce d te r ñ s

6enerct Te¡ms ond CØdit¡Øs

Add¡ti@ql Cmments
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Compûny C

10 of 12

1

1 -Aor-18

Dawn

2,000,000

mmbtu

Compony C

9of72

3

1-Apr-18

Dawn

2,000,000

mmbtu

Compony C

Sof72

2

1-Apr-18

Dawn

2,000,000

mmbtu

Cmryny C

7of12

1-Apr-18

Dawn

2,000,000

mmbtu

Cmpany C

6oÍ12

3

1-Aor-18

Dawn

2,000,000

mmbtu

Comwny c

5of12

2

1-Apr-18

Dawn

2.000,000

mmbtu

Counterpørty (BLlNDl

ofür descr¡ptq {¡e 7 oî 3}

fEnM [vedßl
ttøtt ddte

Ittsg (mox ønnuql storoge
bolance) un¡ts! Gl or MMBIU

Hedt Vdlue

Demond charde ær unit

Commd¡ty ChørEe per un¡t

Fset Chdrce per un¡t

Trqrcpgúqt¡on Chørge per unìt

Terms ond Cond¡tìús
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Compqny D

4oÍ13

4 vear
1-Mav-18
Dãwn

1,000,000 MMBtU

n/a

Compdny D

lconqny 
D

of 7i2oÍli
t'
l3 vear2 vear
l1-Mev-181-Mav-18

l*-^

Dawn

1,000,000 MMBtU

lr,ooo,ooo 

vuatu

ln/a
îla

Compqny D

1of13

1 veãr
1-Mav-18

Dawn

1,000,000 MMBtU

n/a

Compøny C

12 of 12

3

1-ADr-18

Dawn

2,000,000

mmatu

Comþøny C

71 of 72

2

1-Aor-18

Dawn

2,000,000

mmbtu

Centerpdrly (sLlND)

oÍÍet desq¡ptq (ie 7 of l)

¡ERM lveaß)
Stort ddtè

I n je ct/w ¡thd to wo I Læotí on

I'lrSB (msx onnuql storoge

Heot Vdlue

ùemond Chørce ær un¡t

Cmñodiv Chûqe pet un¡t

Fuel Charue ær un¡t

nqnspütqt¡on ChørEe per un¡t

Ad d ¡t¡ Øa l/ En h s n ce d te r ms

Cvcl¡m tems I¡e unl¡m¡tedl

W¡thdruwql CUM
Nmmteß/rdtchets
withdruwql per¡d
lftnfìntPmôÌibbt

qd d¡t¡q øl / E n h o nc e d te ñ s

âenerut ferms and CqditiØs

qdd¡tiooøl Cmrcnts
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Company D

lconwny 

D

lcmpanv 

D

oÍ 138of13
t' l1o 

of 13

l1-Mãv-18l1-Mâv-181-Mav-18

l"-"l"-"

Dawn

2,000,000 MMBtU

l3,ooo,ooo 

MMBIU 
l3,ooo,ooo 

MMBIU

ln/aln/a
îla

l2 vearl1 vear4 year

Comwny D

7of13

3 vear
1-Mav-18

Dawn

2,000,000 MMBtU

nla

Company D

6of13

2 vear
1-Mav-L8

Dawn

2,000,000 MMBtU

o/a

Cñpony D

5of13

1 year

1-Mâv-18
Dawn

2,000,000 MMBtU

nla

Cuntetqrty (BLIND)

ofÍe. descriptü (ie 7 oÍ 3)

ÌEBM lvedßl
Staú ddte

I nject/W ithd rdw ø I Læa tí @

ìnSB (møx onnual stùdge
balsnce) un¡ts: 6t ot MMBtU

Heqt Vø|re

Dffiond charge per un¡t

Commod¡ty Chqrce pet un¡t

Fuel Chqrue æt un¡t

frqnsøortst¡on Chqrqe per un¡t

Ad d¡t¡ ü a l/ Enh o n ce d te r rc
W¡thdrqwqt CuNe
úmûatàÆtì^rÂ.k

Cvcl¡m terms I¡e unl¡m¡tedt

Withdruwql period
lfrmlin¡êtruât¡He ,

^dd¡tiüal/Enhorced 
tems

ãenemt îetñs ond Conditiffi

Add¡t¡onal Comments



cmpdny Ê

lconoanv 

t

2of6
t'

of6

3 years l5 vears

1-Apr-LB l1-Aor18
Dawn

l"-"
3,000,000 mmbtu

13,000,000 

mmbtu

Per TransCanãda P¡pelines

lPer 

TransCanada Pipel¡nes

Company E

1oÍ6

1 vear
1-Aor-18

Dawn

3,000,000 mmbtu

Per TransCanada Pipelines

Compsny D

lconeonv 

D

1.2 Õf 13
l:z 

ot tt

4 vear l3 vear
1-Mav-18 l1-Aor-18
Dawn

i"*
3,0c,0,000 MMBtU

il,ooo.ooo 

MMBtU

nla
I 

n/a

Counteryorty (BLIND)
lcompony 

È

oÍfet detctiptù Fe t oÍ 3)
111 

of 13

¡ERM lveors) l3 vear
ttott ddte ll.-Mav-18

l'*"
I nje ct /W ¡thd røw t Læøti on

,'ltSB (møx onnusl stüoge
blonce) un¡ts: Gl q MMBIU l3,ooo,om 

MMBrU

Hmt Value l''"
Demønd Chorge per uûit

Commdity Chqrse per un¡t

Fuel chdroe per ún¡t

lronspútdt¡û CiorEe per unlt

ln¡e.';¡üCurc
útdm?tÞßfrdt heB
lnject¡m peñod
lfrtm línto¡ntñHol

Add it¡ ú a I / E nh a Dæ d tems
Withdrcwsl Curc
wrcmet6/rqtchets
Vv¡thdruwd, pe¿od

lfrñ/¡ntetruù¡Het
Cycllna tens [¡e unl¡m¡tedt

Addit ¡ onol / E n h ø n ce d te r m s

Geñetdl îèms otd Cûditiút

Addìtiúdl CommenE
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Compsny G

1of1

5 veãrs

ADril 1,2018
lnject¡ons localioni Compø ny

G lnterconnectw¡th
Vector/Rover or Nexus.

WÐ localiofr: Compony G

MSB up to I Bcf or equ¡velent

GJ of storage capacity.

cufrent heat value on
in¡ections is aoDrox 1..050

Compony F

1of1

1-Aor-18

Dãwn

2.14 Bcf

N/A

4oÍ6 of6
lul"u
l5 veãrsl3 veers1 vear

l"-Apr-1.8 l1-A0tr18l1-Aor-18

Compony E

lcomoonv 

e

lconpøny 

E

l'*" l'"*

Dâwn

5,000,000 mmbtu

1s,000,000 

mmbtu 
1s,000,000 

mmbtu

Per TransCanada P¡pel¡nes

lPerTranscanada 
P¡pelines 

lPerlranscãnâdâ 
Pipelines

Cwntüpûtty {BLIND)

?füt de*r¡ptü (,e 1 of 3)

IERM tvedßl
ttørt ddte

hiect/W¡lhd tdwøl Lûotion

ttisB (mdr dnnudl starage

bolqnce) un¡ts: Gt or MMBIU

lleøt Vølue

Uemond Charoe ær un¡t

Commd¡ty Chørye pet unit
Fuet Charce ret un¡t

frddspo¡tdtion chdìge per unlt

avcl¡nq tems (¡e unl¡m¡tedl

qdd¡t¡mal Cmments

aenerdt Íems ond cond¡tiØs
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Filed: 2018-04-06
EB -20 17 -03 0 6 IEB -20 t7 -03 07

ExhlbitJT2.l2
Page 1 of3

Plus Attachment

ENBRIDGE GAS DISTRIBUTION INC. AND UNION GAS LIMITED

Undertaking of Mr. Charleson
To Mr. Gluck

REF: Tr.2 p.160

To determine the value of Union Gas marketed regulated storage versus EGD'S contracted
regulated storage and its financial impact

Response:

Please see Table I on the following page for the requested hypothetical analysis of the benefit to
EGD customers if market-based storage capacity was replaced with Union's cost-based excess

utility storage space from 2013 to 2017. Line 5 shows an estimate of the potential benefit that
could have accrued to EGD rate zone customers and Line 9 shows the foregone benefit to Union
rate zone customers.

In any year, the analysis shows that EGD rate zone customers are better off in this scenario and
Union rate zone customers are worse off. The Applicants' position, which maintains the current
storage arrangements, is consistent with the no harm test.



Filed: 201 I -04-06
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Exhibit JT2.l2
Page 2 of3

Line

No. Particulars(000's)

Table 1

Comparison of Union's Excess Utility Storage Space Benefit

to EGD Customers and Union Customers

2013 20L4 2015 20L6 2077

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

8.6 6.4 5.0 6.4 6.8

EGD Customer Benefit

1 Union Excess Utility Storage Space (PJ)

Average EGD Market-Based

2 storage Rate (scAN/GJ) (1)

3 EGD's Estimated Market-Based Storage Cost

4 Union's Excess Utility Storage Space Cost (2)

5 Potential Net Benefit to EGD Customers

Union Customer Benefit

Union Short-Term Firm Peak

6 Storage Revenue (3)

7 Union's Excess Utility Storage Space Cost (2)

I Less: Shareholder lncentive

9 Foregone Net Benefit to Union Customers

0.810 0.727 0.665 0.699 0.726
6,966

3,2L8

4,653

2,33t
3,325

7,779

4,474

2,402

4,937

2,489

3,748 2,322 7,546 2,072 2,449

4,747

3,278

153

3,235
2,33L

90

4,935
7,779

316

5,627

2,402

322

4,618
2,489

273

Notes
(1)

L,377 814 2,940 2,902 1,915

The average EGD market-based storage rate ¡s calculated as the average rate paid for all market-
based storage capacity contracted in each year. The average rate for EGD market-based storage is

likely not reflective of what EGD's storage portfolio would have been if Union's excess utility
storage space had been made available to EGD in those years.

Attachment 1, line 11, columns (b) - (f).

Attachment 1, line 6, columns (b) - (f).

(21

(3)

Customcrs in Union North and Union South currently receive a net benefit in rates of
$4.5 million from the sale of short-term storage and other balancing services. Of this amount,
$2.3 million is related to the sale of Union's excess utility storage space as short-term firm peak
storage ($7.9 million revenue less $5.6 million of cost and shareholder incentive) and $2.2
million related to the sale of other short-term storage and balancing services ($2.5 million
revenue less $0.3 million of shareholder incentive). The difference between the actual net
benefit obtained in any year and the net benefit in rates is recorded in the Short-Term Storage
Deferral Account (No. 179-70) and is trued up annually as part of the deferral account clearing
process. Please see Attachment I for the details of Deferral Account 179-70 split out by short-
term firm peak storage and other short-term storage and balancing services for the years 2013 to
2017.
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Page 3 of3

For purposes of the requested analysis above, it was assumed only the revenue associated with
the short-term firm peak storage service would be replaced by EGD's use of the excess utility
storage space and that the net revenue from other short-term storage and balancing services
would continue to accrue to Union's ratepayers (less cost and shareholder incentive).

If the Board ordered Amalco to utilize Union's excess utility storage space for EGD in-franchise
requirements, consideration would need to be given to the $2.3 million net benefit in Union's
rates and the charge to EGD customers for the use of the storage space.

In its NGEIR Decision (EB-2005-0551), the Board determined that Union should be required to
reserve 100 PJ (approximately 95 Bcf) of space at cost-based rates for in-franchise customers
(p. 83). This capacity met the needs of Union South and Union North customers at the time of
NGEIR plus allowed for fuither capacity (capped at 100 PJ total) to serve the needs of Union
North and Union South customers at cost-based rates. The Board also determined that Union
will have the flexibility to market the excess utility storage (difference between 100 PJ and the
capacity required to meet in-franchise demands in any year) (p. 83) with the entire margin on
storage transactions that are underpinned by utility storage space accruing to Union's ratepayers,
less an appropriate incentive payment to the utilities (p. 101).

ln the Applicant's view, the amalgamation does not impact the NGEIR decision.



Shot-Terh Firñ Peåk Storâse

UN ON GAs UMIIED

oet¡ls of Revenle and Cost5 ðnd câlcdât¡on of Bâlânce

¡r :hoft-ferm Stor¿re Deferral AccoLñt {No.179-70}

Cther Shoft-term StoraEe and Balan.inq SeNices

Board-

Approved

2013

Board-

Approved Actual

2013 (5) 2013 (6) 2014 (7) 201s {8) 2016 {9) 2017 {10)

{m} {n) (o} {p) (q} (r)

Line
No.

Board-

Àplroved
r013

Astual

2013

Aqtuål

2074

Actual

2015

Adual
2076

Draft

,ldual
2017

Actual

2013

Actual

2014

Actual

2015

Adual
2016

Draft

Actu¿l

2017

Actual Actual Actual Actuðl

Panicula¡s lS00t'sì

Revenue
{a} tb) fc) (d} (el tR

7 aa? Ã747

5,327 3,218 2,331 L,779 2,402 2,49

2 q56 I q2q qM 2 ))\ ? 1)C

15? ?1Ê ?)) )17

1924\ u.487\ 539 601 13861

2,5ñ 2,æ6 1,283 t,925 5,102 1,995

2,500 2,2E6 1,283 7,925 5,102 1,995

653 7SA 588 797 381

,5m 1 â?1 7.1?7 ¿.1o5 1.614

)so

{7811 lr,777l l!,0471 1,625 f798)

5,327 3,871 3,089 2,367 3,199 2,A70

5.O56 3.162 1.429 4.A94 7.530 3.743

505 143 449 753 374

ll 70çl lq ?551 fsoRl ) 116 I1 1Rìì

k) {h) {i) û) (k} (r)

500 389 247 603 2,749 709

2,000 1,4E1 752 1,001 7,367 890
-5654381915
- 360 237 742 968 381

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

Cl Off-Pøk Storage

Supplemotal Balocing Senices
Gæ Loæs
Enbridge LBA

500 389 24! 603 2,749 709

2,æ0 7,481 752 1,001 1,367 890

-5654381915
- 360 237 282 968 381

10,383 7,033 4518 6,860 rO,729 6,613

3,810 2,910 2,761 1684 2,156 2,289

316 'tLS 500 274 S14 262

1.201 2Æ 424 405 530 220

2,500

7_483

2,246

4.747

1,283

3-235

1,925

4.935

5,102

5.627

1,995

4.618Cl ST Fi¡m Peak Storage

Total Revenue (l)

Costs

I O&M (2)

e UFG (3)

l0 Comp¡€ssor Fuel (4)

I I Total Costs

12 Net Revenue (line 7 - ll)

l3 Less Shaeholds Portion (10%)

14 Ratepayer Ponion

l5 Approved in Ra:es

t6
Defenal balace payable to/
(collectable fr om) ratepayers

7,883 4,747 3,235 4,93f 5,627 d618

3,810 2,9t0 2,76r \68L 2,756 2,289

316 229 92 3-c 121 90

1.¡O1 79 78 56 725 110

t72
2ro

392
ItoS

239

349

409

350

ß6
t67

2,301

2,30r

r,377

2,301

E14

2,301

2,44ú

2,301

2,902

2,307

1,975

2,307

2,250

2,250

7,Æ9

2,250

473

2,250

7,203

2,250

3,875

2,250

1,4s2

2,250

4ss1

4551

2,86

4,551

7,246

4,551

4043

4,557

6,777 3,368

4,551

Notes:
(l) B6ed on sho¡t-þm storage services provided.
(2) 2013 O&M revsue requirment bæed on I ..3 PJ s of Boa¡d-approved excess in-fruchise storage capacity.

(5) EB-2013-0210, Rate Order, \ilo¡king Papss. Schedule 40, lines l4 - l?.
(6) EB-2014-0145, Exhibit A, Tab l, Appendix A, Schedule 6.
(7) EB-2015-0010, Exhibit A, Tab I, Appendix A, Schedule 3.

(t) EB-20 I 6-0 I I 8, Exhibit A, Tab l, Appendix A, Schedule 3.
(9) EB-2017-0091, Exhibit A, Tab I, Appmdix A, Schedule 3.

(10) Actùa¡2017defen¿lbalaceisexpectedtobeincludedintheApplicationandEvid:nceforEB-2C|t-ol05,butisd¡aftatthistimeædmaychmge.
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